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equally in both solvers and an expectedly poor fit otherwise, with
the ACA method running an order of magnitude faster than the
classic 3D method. Furthermore, we evaluate maps of maximum
azimuthal wavenumbers that are created to facilitate ACA. We
determine how these maps can be interpreted in terms of the
3D complexity of the wavefield and in terms of seismic resolution.
The expected performance limits of the ACA method for complex
3D structures are tested on the SEG/EAGE salt model. In this case,
ACA still reduces the overall degrees of freedom by 92% compared with a complexity-blind AxiSEM3D simulation. In comparison to the reference 3D method, we again find a close fit and a
speedup of a factor of 7. We explore how the performance of ACA
is affected by model smoothness by subjecting the SEG/EAGE
salt model to Gaussian smoothing. This results in a doubling of the
speedup. Thus, ACA represents a convergent, versatile, and efficient method for a variety of complex settings and scales.

ABSTRACT
We have developed an adaptive approach for seismic modeling
by which the computational cost of a 3D simulation can be reduced
while retaining the resolution and accuracy. This azimuthal complexity adaptation (ACA) approach relies upon the inherent
smoothness of wavefields around the azimuth of a source-centered
cylindrical coordinate system. Azimuthal oversampling is thereby
detected and eliminated. The ACA method has recently been introduced as part of AxiSEM3D, an open-source solver for global
seismology. We use a generalization of this solver that can handle
local-scale Cartesian models and that features a combination of an
absorbing boundary condition and a sponge boundary with automated parameter tuning. The ACA method is benchmarked against
an established 3D method using a model featuring bathymetry and
a salt body. We obtain a close fit when the models are implemented

mation introduces phase and amplitude errors (Vigh et al., 2019). To
improve geophysical prospecting, it is thus crucial to develop ever
more efficient modeling methods for realistic settings.
Larger scale applications equally require ever more efficient seismic methods. Probabilistic seismic hazard assessment relies upon
hundreds of thousands of simulations (e.g., Graves et al., 2011).
In addition, the resolution of global full-waveform tomography
(e.g., Bozdağ et al., 2016) is very restricted due to the exorbitant
computational cost. Thus, several approximations in wave physics
or model complexity such as finite-frequency theory (e.g., Hosseini
et al., 2020) or beam forming (e.g., Bakulin et al., 2019) still underpin most recent tomographic models.
Many methods have been developed with the aim of reaching
higher efficiency and accuracy. At exploration scales, finite-difference
(FD) solvers still seem to beat the alternatives (35% faster than other

INTRODUCTION
Modeling wave propagation stands at the core of state-of-the-art
seismic imaging. In particular for complex structures such as salt or
basalt bodies and solid-fluid interfaces, accurate methods for wave
propagation are required (e.g., Sava and Biondi, 2004a, 2004b). The
best imaging results in such settings are typically obtained when
using several iterations of forward modeling, such as in full-waveform inversion (e.g., Sirgue et al., 2010; Brossier et al., 2015) and in
migration velocity analysis (Symes, 2008; Chauris and Cocher,
2017). However, seismic simulations are computationally expensive, inspiring the use of cost-saving simplifications. For example,
elasticity is still largely neglected in standard inversion-based imaging (except for some experimental studies, e.g., Raknes et al.,
2015). This saves significant computational cost, but the approxi-
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methods at equal accuracy, according to Chaljub et al., 2010). In addition, they are successfully sped up using central processing unit
(CPU) based optimization (e.g., Krueger et al., 2011; Abdelkhalek
et al., 2012). Spectral-element methods (SEMs) lend themselves
to global and regional seismology because they handle spherical
geometries and surface boundary conditions naturally. This is important for accurate simulation of interface-sensitive waves over large
distances (Peter et al., 2011). Machine learning-based methods are
still in their infancy, but they may become viable faster alternatives
to state-of-the-art forward modeling methods as suggested by recent
developments (e.g., Kong et al., 2019; Moseley et al., 2020).
In this paper, we suggest a different approach to increase the efficiency of forward modeling in complex structures. As shown by
Leng et al. (2016) for global 3D models, wavefronts spreading from
a seismic source often retain relative azimuthal smoothness around
a vertical axis through the source, as illustrated schematically in
Figure 1. Figure 2 shows such azimuthal smoothness of a wavefield
propagating through an irregularly shaped salt body. The vertical
cross sections of the wavefield are complex. In the horizontal cross
section, on the other hand, the azimuthal variations appear smooth
in comparison. If the model geometry is set up accordingly, it may
therefore be possible to decrease the sampling in the azimuthal direction while still accurately resolving all wavefield features. This
opens a new avenue for saving computational costs. Recognizing that
off-plane (azimuthal) complexities in wavefields are often much
smaller than in-plane (radial) complexities, Leng et al. (2016) develop AxiSEM3D for global-scale applications. This solver combines
the pseudospectral method (PSM) in one dimension with the SEM in
the remaining two dimensions, resulting in a 3D domain whose resolution can be adapted to the complexity of the wavefield.
The PSM (Kosloff and Baysal, 1982) was originally introduced as a
computationally efficient modeling method because it requires fewer
grid points than an FD method. The method operates in the wavenumber domain, which facilitates efficient calculation of gradients, but this
comes at the additional cost of transformations between the wavenumber and the physical domains. The method proved unsuitable for parallel computing due to its globally shared RAM especially if the PSM
operates in three dimensions (Zhan et al., 2013).

Figure 1. Sketch illustrating the wavefield smoothness along the
azimuth of a coordinate system placed with the depth axis on the
seismic source. Radial propagation of the wavefield outward from
the source is referred to as in-plane, whereas propagation deviating
from this direction is referred to as off-plane.

Methods mixing discrete local methods (i.e., in the physical
domain) in one dimension while transforming the others to the
wavenumber domain have been proposed (Alekseev and Mikhailenko, 1980; Mikhailenko, 1984; Mikhailenko and Korneev, 1984),
and they offer a work-around for parallelizing a 3D PSM. Leng et al.
(2016) use a similar hybridized strategy with a PSM, but in a targeted manner to exploit wavefield smoothness: A cylindrical coordinate system is centered around the source with an SEM in the 2D
in-plane direction (Nissen-Meyer et al., 2007), and a Fourier transform is applied only along the azimuthal dimension. This has
several advantages: Fourier orders (i.e., the number of Fourier coefficients used in the series approximation) can be locally adjusted
to wavefield smoothness, and meshing remains in two dimensions.
Moreover, load-balanced parallelization is trivial because the PSM
only operates in one dimension. Leng et al. (2016) find that Fourier
orders required for accurate wavefields in vast parts of the domain
are very low, which leads to a 10- to 1000-fold reduction in computational costs compared with conventional 3D SEMs, depending
on the complexity and resolution.
Inspired by these findings, an alternative way to exploit azimuthal
wavefield smoothness has since been proposed by van Driel et al.
(2020). Their commercial software package, Salvus, uses cylindrical
source-centered meshes, in which the azimuthal dimension allows for
larger spacing compared with complexity-blind conventional 3D
SEM meshes. This approach preserves the algorithmic nature of a
conventional 3D SEM and has been used successfully for synthetic
full-waveform inversion (Thrastarson et al., 2020).
Here, we further explore the partially PSM in the context of very
complex structures. The initial observations of azimuthal smoothness, which led to AxiSEM3D (Leng et al., 2016), were made of
global wavefields. This work can be seen as a test to examine potential limitations of their method for realistic local-scale problems.
Because the complexity adaptation based on the azimuthal wavenumber spectrum (Leng et al., 2019), which is implemented in
AxiSEM3D, could also be used in combination with other methods
(e.g., in an FD solver), we introduce a generic label: azimuthal complexity adaptation (ACA). This makes AxiSEM3D an implementation of an ACA-SEM. Implementations of ACA in methods
using the strong form of the wave equation are likely feasible,

Figure 2. Cross sections of a wavefield (vertical displacement) snapshot in a complex medium (SEG/EAGE salt model) 2.4 s after an
explosion was set off at the position marked by the star.
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but additional thought would have to go into the treatment of the
axial boundary condition, axial sources, and optimal coupling of the
2D domains to the Fourier space in the time-integration scheme.
AxiSEM3D has been under constant development since its first
release. Undulating discontinuities (e.g., topography, bathymetry,
and Moho) are efficiently tackled using particle relabeling (Leng
et al., 2019), for instance, enabling simulations with discretized
oceans with bathymetry (Fernando et al., 2020). A novel wavefield
injection method within AxiSEM3D (Leng et al., 2020) allows us to
further boost the computational efficiency. Finally, Szenicer et al.
(2020) use discrete adjoint methods to calculate Fréchet derivatives
with AxiSEM3D while retaining the ACA-based speedup. This
constitutes the foundation for ACA-based full-waveform inversion.
In the following sections, we test the suitability of ACA-SEM for
local-scale modeling in the presence of strong structural complexity.
In particular, we address the question of whether our method might
provide cost-accuracy benefits compared with state-of-the-art 3D
discrete methods.

THE SEISMIC MODELING METHOD
The azimuthal complexity-adapted SEM
As explained in detail by Leng et al. (2016), the basis for the
efficiency of their approach is the inherent azimuthal smoothness
of wavefields. Wavefronts spread spherically from the source, and
only heterogeneities that are large, strong, and abundant throughout
the volume can significantly disrupt this overall shape through a
combination of off-plane scattering and refraction. Now, we postulate that, for most scales of relevance, the strongest variations
are found along the depth axis via layering. This makes in-plane
scattering, which preserves azimuthal smoothness, the dominant
contribution to most wavefields. By choosing a cylindrical coordinate system centered around the source for the model, this can then
be exploited to reduce computational effort and memory requirements. In the following, the physical and mathematical basis of
the ACA-SEM will briefly be outlined before we delve into benchmarking and discussing use cases to test our working hypothesis of
azimuthal smoothness.
As with the classic SEM approach, we start with the weak form of
the coupled system of elastic and acoustic momentum equations,
given by
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Vilotte, 1998), we move to a source-centered cylindrical coordinate
system, and we apply a spatial Fourier transform along the azimuthal ϕ direction. This represents a factorized solution ansatz for the
wavefield u. The spectral-element discretization is applied only in
the s and z directions (see Figure 3). As a result, the solver operates
on a 2D mesh, which can be pictured as a slice through the cylindrical velocity model, but it is more accurately described as a 2D
field in which each point contains a Fourier series expansion
(azimuthal wavenumber spectrum) of the wavefield as recorded in
a circle around the axis. The reasoning behind this setup is that we
expect wavefield smoothness along ϕ, and by considering this dimension in terms of azimuthal wavenumbers, we remove the need
to impose a possibly oversampling resolution through meshing.
Having applied a Fourier transform to the wavefield, we are able
to reduce the resolution adaptively by truncating the Fourier series
where the coefficients become negligibly small.
In the following, we derive the ACA-based weak form of the elastic part of the coupled system. The acoustic equivalents can be found
in Appendix A. First, the displacement uðr; tÞ is approximated in
terms of a Fourier series along ϕ, which is truncated after nu coef^ z^ Þ ¼ ð^x cos ϕþ y^ sin ϕ;
ficients. Using the unit cylindrical basis ð^s; ϕ;
^
^
−^x sin ϕþ y cos ϕ; zÞ, expressed to be used with the Einstein summation convention as ð^g1 ; g^ 2 ; g^ 3 Þ, one may write
Table 1. Nomenclature table for the weak form of the coupled
elastic and acoustic wave equations 1 and 2.
Symbol
Ωs ; Ωf ; Γsf
n^
ρ; κ; C
_ ü
u; u;
χ; χ_ ; χ̈
w; w
f s ; ff

Meaning
Solid and fluid volume and the solid-fluid boundary
Outward-pointing unit normal vector on the solidfluid boundary
Medium density, bulk modulus, and elasticity tensor
Displacement vector and its first and second time
derivatives
Fluid velocity potential and its first and second time
derivatives
Arbitrary test functions as vector and scalar
Source terms in solid and in fluid

Z

Z
Z
ρü · wd3 r þ
∇u∶C∶∇wd3 r þ
w · χ̈ n^ d2 r
Ωs
Ωs
Γsf
Z
f s · wd3 r;
¼
Ωs

(1)

Z

Z
Z
^ 2r
κ−1 wχ̈d3 r þ
ρ−1 ∇χ · ∇wd3 r −
wu · nd
Ωf
Ωf
Γsf
Z
κ−1 wf f d3 r;
¼
Ωf

(2)

with the symbols explained in Table 1.
At this point, however, the ACA-SEM deviates from the classic
SEM approach: Instead of subjecting the above weak form to 3D
Legendre spectral-element discretization (e.g., Komatitsch and

Figure 3. Sketch illustrating the geometry of the mesh used in an
ACA method. The s and z coordinates are kept in the physical
domain, whereas the Fourier-wavenumber domain is used along the
ϕ coordinate. The star shows the source position. The modeling domain is labeled as D.
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u ¼ g^ i ðϕÞui ðs; ϕ; z; tÞ
∞
X
¼ g^ i ðϕÞ
uαi ðs; z; tÞeiαϕ
α¼0

≈ g^ i ðϕÞ

nu
X
α¼0

uαi ðs; z; tÞeiαϕ ;

(3)

where i stands for the imaginary unit and uαi ðs; z; tÞ is a 2D time-dependent field containing the αth Fourier coefficients of ui ðs; ϕ; z; tÞ,
where α represents the coupling between the 2D slices and Fourier
modes. These coefficient fields are defined in D, which can be visualized as a 2D slice through the 3D modeling domain Ω (Figure 3). If
the test functions, material properties, and source terms are formulated in an equivalent manner, equation 1 can be written as

X Z
jαj≤nu

D

Z

þ
Lsf

ρ−ðαþβÞ üαi wβi sdsdz
−ðαþβÞ

χ̈ α ni

wβi sds

Z
þ



D

Z
¼
D

−ðαþβÞ

uαi;j Cijkl

wβk;l sdsdz

β
f −β
s;i wi sdsdz;

∀ β ∈ f−nu ; : : : ; nu g;
(4)
where uαi;j is a shorthand for the Fourier coefficients of the deformation gradient ∇u, which are, in full index notation, expressed as

1
uαi;j ¼ ∂xi uαj þ δi2 ðiαδjk − ϵ3jk Þuαk ;
s

(5)

with δij being the Kronecker delta and ϵijk being the Levi-Civita
symbol.
Equation 2 may be written in an equivalent manner (equation A-2),
such that the system of coupled equations is expressed as ðnu þ 1Þ
coupled 2D weak forms. These can be solved using a massively
cheaper 2D SEM rather than a full 3D method. The number of equations to be solved (and thus the degrees of freedom [DOF]) is thereby
determined by the azimuthal complexity of the 3D input model and,
more importantly, by the ensuing wavefield complexity.
An important factor to consider in terms of azimuthal complexity
is the existence of nonisotropic seismic sources such as horizontal
forces or deviatoric double couples. This is taken care of by applying
an analytical source decomposition for on-axis sources in spherical/
cylindrical coordinate systems (Nissen-Meyer et al., 2007): Any
responses to a point moment tensor can be represented by a superposition of a monopole, a dipole, and a quadrupole source. This
means that a moment tensor source can be expressed exactly using
a Fourier expansion order of jβj ≤ 2. In the same way, a point force
can be expressed using only two terms, i.e., jβj ≤ 1. Hence, the pointsource term adds no extra complexity to the problem.
ACA methods for weak forms require a work-around to handle
3D-undulating interfaces such as solid-fluid boundaries. For this
purpose, Leng et al. (2019) implement particle relabeling
(e.g., Al-Attar et al., 2018), effectively translating interface undulations to a strongly anisotropic stiffness tensor while maintaining
a regular 2D SEM mesh. This allows for continuous interfaces to
undulate in three dimensions.
Finally, to perform the local-scale simulations shown in this
paper, a combination of absorbing boundaries is implemented in

AxiSEM3D, including automated tuning of the required input
parameters. We have developed a combination of an absorbing
boundary condition based on Clayton and Engquist (1977) and a
sponge region based on Kosloff and Kosloff (1986). The Clayton-Engquist-type boundary condition has been adapted to the weak
form in elastic and acoustic media (Komatitsch and Vilotte, 1998;
Komatitsch et al., 2000). The sponge boundary is used in its original
formulation, which requires a user-defined input parameter.
Through extensive testing, we have found an empirical formulation
for this parameter, which is based on local P- and S-wave velocities
of the model. The empirical equation and a validation of the mixed
boundary are given in equation B-4.

Wavefield learning — Creating azimuthal complexity
maps
Much like determining an appropriate mesh resolution in conventional methods, choosing an appropriate Fourier expansion order nu
is critical for the efficiency and accuracy of the ACA method. This
is equivalent to choosing the number of equidistant sampling points
for each circle around the source-centered axis (represented by a
point in the 2D mesh). As shown by Leng et al. (2016), ACA converges for sufficiently large nu , a fact used by a technique called
wavefield learning. Introduced by Leng et al. (2019), wavefield
learning uses a test run with a large starting nu and determines the
smallest nu where the error in the truncated Fourier series approximation of the wavefield is still negligibly small. This is done over
the course of the simulation time for the entire 3D volume (independently of receivers or other outputs). The result is a 2D map of
the required resolution. This “learned” nu -map, which we refer to as
a “complexity map,” is then saved to a file, and it can be used in
future runs with the same or similar models.
The error tolerance of the wavefield learning algorithm can be
specified by the user. We use a default value of 1%. This condition
is applied to the displacement potential in fluid media and separately to the radial, tangential, and vertical components of the displacement in solid media. Furthermore, it is necessary to carefully
choose the parts of the time series where the learning algorithm is
applied, such as to avoid fitting numerical noise. For this purpose,
we use the norm over the Fourier coefficients as a measure for amplitude in the 2D SEM wavefield.
Good results can be achieved by ensuring sufficient azimuthal
resolution of only the largest amplitude of the time series. For mesh
points near the surface, the phases with the largest amplitude are the
surface waves. Anywhere else in the mesh, it is either the direct
S-wave for elastic media or the direct P-wave for acoustic media.
Usually, Fourier orders high enough to resolve surface waves are
also high enough to resolve direct P- and S-waves that propagate
to the surface from greater depths. This is because the dispersive
surface waves are very sensitive with respect to multiscale 3D complexity. Hence, in most cases, learning based on the largest amplitude phase produces a complexity map that honors the first arrivals
of P- and S-waves as well as any topography. Leng et al. (2019)
demonstrate the feasibility of this approach for global wavefields.
However, there are cases in which more peaks in the time series
need to be considered. One example is if the near-surface complexity and topography are neglected in the model and yet the wavefield
is measured near the surface. In this case, the surface waves will be
smooth and resolving them is not a sufficient condition for also
resolving the scattered phases from more complex parts of the
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model. Another example is the complex local-scale models shown in
this paper, in which multiple off-plane reflections form a significant
and valuable part of the wavefield. The wavefield learning algorithm
has been expanded accordingly. It now sorts peaks in the time series
by amplitude and outputs the minimum value for nu required to resolve the largest n peaks, where n can be specified by the user.
To save the computational cost of a fully resolved test run, an
approximate complexity map may be created at a lower source frequency using a coarser mesh. Maps obtained in this way can easily
be scaled up by multiplying by the ratio of target frequency f and
test frequency f test plus some error margin m:

nu ¼ ð1 þ mÞ

f
n
:
f test u;test

(6)

EXPLOITING WAVEFIELD SMOOTHNESS —
VERIFICATION AND BENCHMARK
In the following section, we benchmark AxiSEM3D using a 3D
model with elastic and acoustic regions. We demonstrate the use of
wavefield learning to adapt the overall problem size (DOF) to the
3D complexity of the wavefield. Furthermore, we compare synthetic data produced by AxiSEM3D with the output of SPECFEM3D Cartesian (Peter et al., 2011), an established elastic
local-scale modeling solver based on a 3D SEM.
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kϕ;max ¼

2nu þ 1
:
4πs

(7)

Figure 5 shows two complexity maps created for the benchmark
model with a 10 Hz source. They differ in the number of peaks that
were considered when determining the required azimuthal resolution.
Note that the resolution in the vertical and radial directions is preset by
the mesh spacing, and it is equivalent to maximum wavenumbers of
approximately 32 km−1 .
The reduction in DOF compared to a high-resolution run (i.e., a
run with azimuthal sampling equal to in-plane sampling) is 76%
and 86% for the maps shown in Figure 5a and 5b, respectively. In
Figure 6, we compare the synthetic seismic traces produced for each
case (for the geometry, see Figure 4). As a reference case, we use
traces produced at a high azimuthal resolution.
There is no visible difference between the traces produced by the
highly resolved run (solid black) and the ACA-optimized run in
which 10 peaks were used for learning (solid blue). The dashed line
shows the result of a simulation in which only the largest amplitude
was considered by the wavefield learning algorithm. Using multiple
peaks for wavefield learning is evidently vital for the proper resolution of all the phases in this benchmark model. Note that the method
assures that first arrivals are resolved properly in either case. If only
first arrivals are required for a certain problem (e.g., traveltime
tomography or velocity modeling), resolving only the maximum amplitude is a viable and more computationally efficient approach.

The benchmark model
The goal of our benchmark design is to have a small model that
uses all of the 3D capacities of AxiSEM3D. To facilitate the comparison with SPECFEM3D, we further match our model design to
the functionality of “xmeshfem,” the automated 3D mesher that is
provided as part of the SPECFEM3D software package.
The model consists of an ocean, a homogeneous background
medium, and an off-axis cuboid with salt-like properties (Figure 4).
The ocean floor is undulated with a depth range between 300 and
650 m. All of the medium parameters can be found in Table C-1.
The input model for SPECFEM3D is fully honored in its mesh,
adhering to all medium interfaces. In AxiSEM3D, the undulating
ocean floor is treated by using particle relabeling, whereas the salt
cuboid is volumetrically imposed. The whole model measures 5 × 5
× 5 km, but in AxiSEM3D only a cylinder of 5 km height and 5 km
diameter is used. An explosive-type source with a Gaussian source
wavelet is placed at a depth of 1 km. For the sake of comparability,
the Clayton-Engquist-type absorbing boundary condition is used on
its own because only this one is implemented in both solvers.

ACA at different source frequencies
We now demonstrate how the azimuthal complexity varies with
the source frequency and how these findings can be used to save
computational costs when performing wavefield learning.
Figure 7 provides an overview of how complexity maps change
across a range of source frequencies. With increasing frequency,

ACA: Verification, wavefield learning, and complexity
maps
Verification of ACA
Complexity maps are created as part of the ACA process. They
reveal information about the wavefield structure, and they can be used
to analyze the model-specific performance of the ACA method. For
visualization and interpretation, we do not plot nu directly because
it scales with distance from the axis s. We instead use the perhaps
more intuitive azimuthal wavenumber kϕ;max. This is the maximum
wavenumber in the azimuthal direction that needs to be resolved as
suggested by the test simulation on each point in the 2D mesh:

Figure 4. Image showing the 3D undulations of the ocean floor discontinuity and the position of the salt-like cuboid in the benchmark
model. The solid and dashed black lines show the axis and extent of
the AxiSEM3D model, respectively. The black triangles indicate the
receiver positions, and the star indicates the source position.
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we observe a proportional increase of the highest values of kϕ;max .
The complexity in the homogeneous regions of the model does not
increase at the same rate. Furthermore, the relative effect of the seafloor on complexity becomes greater and a higher complexity feature can be seen just below the seafloor at 20 and 40 Hz. There are
kϕ;max contrasts, particularly visible inside the salt block at 10 Hz
and higher, which appear to vary arbitrarily between the maps.
Crucially, the main features of the maps remain the same and the
observed linear relationship between the maximum complexity and
the frequency can be exploited to reduce the cost of high-resolution

Figure 5. Comparison of complexity maps of the benchmark model
created by fitting a different number of amplitude peaks in the time
series with the learning algorithm. The gray scale shows the maximum
tangential wavenumber in km−1 . The dashed and dotted lines show
the outline of the salt block: The dashed lines represent the faces bordering the source-centered axis, and the dotted lines show the extent
across the diagonal. The star indicates the source position.

test runs. Depending on the application, there are two ways to go
about this.
First, information from low-frequency test runs can be used to optimize the cost of a full test run. As a starting point for a high-nu test
run, one might ensure a spatial sampling rate around the azimuth
equal to the sampling rate in the radial and vertical directions, which
is dictated by the spacing of the 2D mesh. However, this often results
in significant oversampling and an unnecessarily high cost for the test
run. As shown in Figure 7, the maximum value of kϕ;max , and hence
nu , is proportional to the source frequency, so a cap for nu can be
determined from a low-resolution run. This can also be used as a first
order of optimization if the full test run is to be avoided and there is
little tolerance for errors.
Second, if a full test run is to be avoided and some amplitude
error is allowed, one may use a smoothed (to remove frequency-specific features) complexity map from a low-frequency test run, multiplied by the ratio of the target frequency to the test frequency. We
demonstrate this by performing a 20 Hz run with a smoothed
version of the map in Figure 7a multiplied by four, a smoothed
version of the map in Figure 7b multiplied by two, and with the
20 Hz map shown in Figure 7c as a reference. The resulting traces
are compared in Figure 8.
The fit of the traces obtained using scaled lower frequency complexity maps is close, but some deviations are visible. Most waveforms are present, and the arrival times are consistent. The most
noticeable deviations are seen in low-amplitude, high-frequency
events. Interestingly, the 10 Hz approximation offers no improvement over the 5 Hz approximation in terms of the trace misfit. However, the scaled 10 Hz map does contain fewer Fourier coefficients,
so the final run was slightly cheaper at the expense of a more costly
test run.
Wavefield learning as a measure
for wave-scattering complexity

We now assess whether one can gain more physical insight from
wavefield learning beyond the speedup for the ACA-SEM. The
complexity maps offer a means to quantify the “3D-ness” of the
wavefield. This 3D-ness is brought about by a combination of nonaxisymmetric forward scattering by refraction, as well as off-plane
scattering. Analyzing these wave effects can provide quantitative information about the extent
to which a wavefield may illuminate any given
structures from a basic wave-physical perspective, irrespective of any forward or inverse methodologies.
An interesting observation from all the complexity maps shown so far is how the maximum
tangential wavenumber instantly declines to a
fairly constant background level outside the salt
block. First, this suggests that the highest levels
of azimuthal complexity stem from regions
where the Fourier series are recorded across
sharp velocity contrasts. Second, the wavefield
retains a relatively constant level of azimuthal
Figure 6. Comparison of synthetic traces of the benchmark model produced by Axismoothness once it passed through a “disruptive”
SEM3D using high azimuthal resolution and ACA (the respective complexity maps are
structure that gives rise to a certain complexity.
shown in Figure 5). A 10 Hz Gaussian source wavelet was used. Traces show the vertical
As shown in Figure 5, we can also infer the
displacement clipped at 30%. The high-resolution results (the black line) are barely
direct
wave illumination. In Figure 5a, the maxivisible because they are covered by the complexity-adapted results using 10 peaks (the
mum tangential wavenumber in the vicinity of
blue line).
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the salt block is comparatively constant. The variations that can be
seen in this area may be attributed to interference effects that depend
on the angle of incidence of the wavefronts on the faces of the
cuboid. Similar structures are shown in Figure 5b. However, in
Figure 5b, there is a decline of the azimuthal complexity with increasing distance from the source and axis. This likely results from
the fact that direct waves no longer graze the edge of the salt block
as they travel outward from the source, hence not causing the same
high levels of complexity shown in the other panel. Near the outer
edge of the cuboid (the dotted line), the complexity increases
slightly. This is an area with an azimuthally narrow velocity perturbation, so we attribute this to asymmetric refraction. The edges closer
to the axis are barely sampled by direct waves. Such observations
about the wavefield complexity in a given structure may help with
putting results from seismic imaging and tomography into perspective: Irrespective of the data quality and inversion method, the basic
wavefield itself does not contain the same level
of complexity as the underlying structure, even
above the diffraction limit. In future work, this
can be helpful in better constraining true resolution limits and uncertainties for seismic images.
In Figure 7, we can see how the sensitivity of
the wavefield with respect to certain structures
changes across source frequencies. The seafloor
undulations have a wavelength of approximately
200 m. The 5 Hz wavefield (Figure 7a), with
wavelengths of 300–600 m in the vicinity of the
seafloor, does not pick up this complexity. The
sensitivity increases for each successive panel
as the seismic wavelength is halved. Again, this
can help in identifying the true resolvability of a
structure by the corresponding wavefield, which
becomes nontrivial in multiscale, strongly complex 3D media.

Comparison with an established
modeling method
Comparing different seismic modeling methods has always presented a challenge (Moczo
et al., 2007). However, because AxiSEM3D converges toward the solution of a full 3D SEM with
an increasing number of Fourier coefficients
(Leng et al., 2016), a close fit can be expected
when comparing it to an independent 3D SEM
solver, such as SPECFEM3D Cartesian. SPECFEM3D is probably the most widely used SEM
implementation in the seismological research
community, but our comparisons are expected
to fare similarly for any SEM or other fully discrete 3D implementation. They merely highlight
the conceptual addition of the ACA idea. In
Figure 9, we show synthetics produced by
AxiSEM3D and SPECFEM3D. The 3D mesh
for SPECFEM3D was created using the intrinsic
mesher xmeshfem, which allows us to mesh the
salt block and undulating ocean floor while keeping the top of the salt flat.
The resulting fit between the two sets of synthetics is different for the large-amplitude ocean
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multiples (Figure 9a) and the smaller reflections caused by the
salt cube (Figure 9b): The free-surface multiples fit well, whereas
the salt reflections do not. Regarding the small events, the fit seems
to improve at some distance from the axis.
To do a quantitative comparison of the fit while accounting for
the observed difference, we roughly divide the traces into two
sections. The first part, up to 2.2 s for all traces, appears to be dominated by ocean multiples. For this first section of the wavefield, the fit
consistently falls within the “excellent” range according to the goodness-of-fit criterion from Kristeková et al. (2009), with a maximum
envelope misfit of 0.01 and a phase misfit smaller than 0.005. For the
remaining salt-dominated part of the wavefield, the fit is classified
as “fair” for the two traces closer to the source (envelope misfit
0.55–0.57 and phase misfit 0.3) and “good” for the three traces
further away (envelope misfit 0.15–0.3 and phase misfit 0.05–0.14).

Figure 7. Comparison of complexity maps of the benchmark model at different source
frequencies. Ten peaks were used for learning. The gray scale shows the maximum tangential wavenumber in km−1 . The dashed and dotted lines show the outline of the salt
block: The dashed lines represent the faces bordering the source-centered axis, and the
dotted lines show the extent across the diagonal. The black stars indicate the source
position. Note the change in scale for each frequency.

Figure 8. Comparison of synthetic seismic traces of the benchmark model produced by
ACA simulations with a standard complexity map and approximate maps obtained by
scaling up lower frequency complexity maps. A 20 Hz Gaussian source wavelet was
used. The traces show the vertical displacement clipped at 15%.
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In light of a better fit that will be shown subsequently in this paper, we interpret these results
as a direct consequence of rigorous meshing versus
volumetrically imposing a 3D model onto a regular
mesh. This demonstrates the well-known deficiency of weak-form methods such as SEM to capture sharp boundaries within element interiors. The
ocean was treated rigorously in AxiSEM3D (using
relabeling) and SPECFEM3D (using meshing).
The physics behind the free-surface multiples
are relatively complex: a free surface and a
solid-fluid interface with 3D undulations. Therefore, the close fit obtained here can be seen as a
confirmation that ACA is, in principle, capable
of modeling complex 3D structures accurately.
However, the salt cuboid was meshed rigorously
for SPECFEM3D and imposed volumetrically in
AxiSEM3D. The issues that arise from treating
models differently in such a way are widely
Figure 9. Comparison of synthetic traces of the benchmark model produced by the 3D
known, e.g., Chaljub et al. (2010). This shows that
ACA-SEM, AxiSEM3D, and the full 3D SEM, SPECFEM3D Cartesian. The ACA
the
use of 2D meshes for ACA can cause problems
traces were calculated using 10-peak optimization. A 10 Hz Gaussian source wavelet
in media with near-vertical edges of strong conwas used. (a) The full range of vertical displacement and (b) the range clipped at 10% of
maximum displacement.
trasts if not honored explicitly by the 2D mesh.
The 3D discontinuities can only be honored
through relabeling, which is currently limited to azimuthally continuous interfaces.
Cost analysis

Figure 10. (a) Graph comparing the spatial DOF (grid points) of a
simulation of the benchmark model with a full 3D SEM and an
ACA-SEM. For the 3D SEM, the total number of points in the mesh
is given. For the complexity maps, the total summed length of the
Fourier series of every 2D Gauss-Lobatto-Legendre (GLL) point is
given. (b) Graph comparing the simulation cost of running SPECFEM3D and AxiSEM3D on the benchmark model. The solid gray
lines in both graphs show the full SEM values multiplied by a factor
of 0.785. This is to account for the cube used by the full SEM being
larger than the cylinder used by the ACA-SEM.

One of the original motivations behind PSM is the halving of DOF
in each spatial dimension when operating in the wavenumber domain.
The ACA method with its 1D Fourier space, therefore, halves the overall DOF compared to a fully discrete 3D method, even before any
complexity adaptation. The calculation of spatial gradients in Fourier
space also becomes computationally cheaper. However, any model inhomogeneities in the dimension(s) where PSM is used (e.g., azimuthal
in our case) require a forward and an inverse Fourier transform for
every time step. Thus, ACA methods have a higher computational cost
per DOF compared with a fully discrete method. This cost overhead
for the ACA method needs to be offset by cost savings through complexity adaptation to render the ACA method competitive.
In Figure 10a, we show how the DOF of the benchmark simulation changes with the source frequency for a standard 3D method
and two complexity-adapted AxiSEM3D runs, one of which uses
10 peaks for learning and one of which uses the largest peak only
(optimized for the first arrival). Using ACA while aiming for full
resolution of all phases consistently reduces the DOF in ACA
by slightly more than one order of magnitude. If only the first arrival
is resolved by ACA, the DOF reduces by a factor of 20–30. Note
that the difference in volumes between the cylindrical ACA domain
and the cuboid full 3D domain (see Figure 4) is accounted for in all
relative cost comparisons.
A comparison in terms of DOF ignores the aforementioned, possibly compromising overhead of the ACA-SEM. Therefore, we
show a comparison of the computational cost in CPU hours for AxiSEM3D and SPECFEM3D Cartesian in Figure 10b. Note that such
a comparison is influenced by the specific implementation of each
solver and hardware specifications. AxiSEM3D and SPECFEM3D
continue to be improved and are made more efficient. The simula-
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tions for both solvers were performed on the UK supercomputer
ARCHER with identical CPU cores.
As expected, the speedup for ACA is smaller than its DOF reduction: approximately 1/3 when using the 10-peak complexity map. In
Figure 10b, we also show the cost of the high-nu test runs for wavefield learning. If the high-nu cutoff is chosen carefully, the DOF can
become small enough to make up for the overhead of the method, even
for the test simulation.
In summary, our ACA-SEM is significantly faster for all of the
tested examples compared to the fully discrete 3D SEM solver. At
the global scale, the difference is even bigger. This is because ACA
methods scale better when structures become large compared to the
wavelength (Leng et al., 2019). We did not reach this parameter
regime of higher speedups here, but whenever high-frequency simulations become interesting, the computational advantage of ACA
methods becomes even more pronounced for local-scale applications as well. Moreover, the memory requirements of AxiSEM3D
are significantly smaller than the requirements of SPECFEM3D,
thanks to the mesh being in two dimensions.
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dary reflections that are not absorbed fully by the Clayton-Engquist
boundary.
Figure 13 shows a representative subset of the calculated
synthetics (the positions shown as red triangles in Figure 11).
The traces produced by AxiSEM3D closely match the ones
produced by SPECFEM3D. One exception to this is the central
trace in Figure 13a, in which a drift can be observed in the SPEC-

A COMPLEX 3D SETTING — LIMITATIONS OF
AZIMUTHAL SMOOTHNESS?
Figure 11. Cross sections of the SEG salt model with a 3D outline
Finally, we explore the performance of the ACA-SEM with the
of the salt body. The color scale shows the P-wave velocity in km/s.
SEG/EAGE salt model, a model containing a highly irregular salt
Grid lines are placed around the salt body for better 3D visualizabody as well as other heterogeneities. This is really the opposite of
tion. The triangles indicate the receiver positions. The receivers for
the idealized use case for ACA, but we are interested in whether such
which the synthetics are shown below are highlighted in red.
a regime of realistic complexity renders ACA pointless due to a potential breakdown of the azimuthal smoothness. Furthermore, we examine whether model smoothing and a fixed error
tolerance provide some leverage for speeding up
accurate ACA simulations in highly complex
models.
The model is shown in Figure 11. The ocean in
the original model is replaced by a homogeneous
elastic overburden, and the model is treated purely
volumetrically. To ensure comparability between
the results from SPECFEM3D and AxiSEM3D,
only the Clayton-Engquist-type absorbing boundaries are used as previously. An explosive source
with a 10 Hz Gaussian wavelet is placed at a depth
of 10 m.
Figure 12 contains the complexity maps created while resolving 16 peaks and 1 peak. Regions of high complexity can be found in the
faulted section of the salt body, around the overburden, and near the outer edge of the model.
The high complexity near the outer edge is pronounced at a depth of approximately 3 km, where
there is a large range of different velocities
around the azimuth. The differences between
the two maps are not as obvious as they were
for the benchmark model. The map created while
resolving the 16 largest wavefronts exhibits a
Figure 12. Comparison of the complexity maps of the SEG/EAGE salt model created by
fitting a different number of peaks with the wavefield learning algorithm. The top panels
higher level of complexity. A notable area is near
show the complexity maps on their own, and the bottom panels show the same maps
the outer edge (approximately 0.6 km depth)
superimposed by outlines of the salt body as seen in the vertical cross sections taken at
where high kϕ;max values are shown in
different angles from the positive x-axis (ϕ). The gray scale indicates the maximum
Figure 12a, but the same feature does not exist
tangential wavenumber in km−1 . The color scale indicates the angle of the outline
in Figure 12b. These are presumed to be bounof the salt body. The black stars indicate the source position.
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maximum envelope misfit of 0.01, the fit between SPECFEM3D
and AxiSEM3D can again be classified as excellent.
The results obtained when using ACA are consistent with
the results from a high-resolution run (Figure 14). Notably, we
can observe the effect of fitting different numbers of peaks in
Figure 14c and 14d: The first arrival and the ground roll are fitted
properly even if just one peak is used for learning. Deviations become visible later, after 3 s.
Comparing the high-resolution AxiSEM3D run
with the optimized runs, the required CPU
hours are reduced by 77% and 85% for the
16-peak optimization and the single-peak optimization, respectively. Interestingly, an ACA
simulation optimized to fit only the single largest peak is more accurate for the SEG/EAGE
model than for the benchmark model. This
may be due to the particular shape of the salt
body in the benchmark model in which the parallel flat sides exacerbate strong multiple reflections.
Having established the capability of the ACA
method to handle complex models, we now investigate two more factors: the computational cost
compared to a standard 3D SEM across a range
of source frequencies and the performance of
the ACA-SEM for smoothed models. Figure 15
shows a version of the SEG/EAGE salt model that
has been smoothed using a Gaussian filter. Similar
smoothing is common for inversions because
Figure 13. Comparison of synthetics (vertical displacement) produced by ACA-SEM,
sharp contrasts in the background models may
AxiSEM3D, and the full 3D SEM, SPECFEM3D, for the SEG salt model. The ACA
lead to local minima (Virieux and Operto,
simulation was optimized for 16 peaks. The receiver positions are shown in Figure 11. A
10 Hz Gaussian source wavelet was used. (a) Common azimuth shot gather, (b) variable
2009). The DOF and the associated costs of the
azimuth shot gather, (c) single trace showing the full range, and (d) single trace clipped
simulations are summarized in Figure 16. All
at 8% of the maximum displacement.
ACA runs shown in the figure are based on the
largest peak only.
Despite the higher complexity of the model,
the results resemble the cost comparison for
the benchmark model. The computational cost
of the high-resolution test runs is in the order
of the cost of the classic 3D simulations. The
DOF reduction and the associated cost savings
from ACA optimization are consistent across
the tested frequencies. For the original model,
the DOF is reduced, on average, by a factor of
11 and this results in the ACA simulation having
a 7× shorter runtime than the full 3D simulation
in terms of CPU hours. Model smoothing results
in azimuthally smoother wavefields, manifesting
itself in DOF being reduced by 20×, and a 15×
reduction in computational costs.
FEM3D trace. This is probably an artifact due to the close proximity of the source and the central receiver. We have calculated the
goodness of fit (Kristeková et al., 2009) for all traces, including
the ones not shown here, but excluding the central trace as well as
the outermost traces, which seem to be dominated by boundary
reflections. With a maximum phase misfit below 0.005 and a

DISCUSSION

Figure 14. Comparison of synthetics (vertical displacement) produced by the ACASEM and AxiSEM3D, using high azimuthal resolution and ACA (the respective complexity maps are shown in Figure 12). The receiver positions are shown in Figure 11. A
10 Hz Gaussian source wavelet was used. (a) Common azimuth shot gather, (b) variable
azimuth shot gather, (c) single trace showing the full range, and (d) single trace clipped
at 8% of maximum displacement.

The question of how to optimally model environments of various complexities is crucial as
data acquisition and hardware technologies improve. In ACAs, we see a step toward answering
this question. This paper gives an introduction to
the concept of ACA and its potential, showing a
considerable speedup compared to conventional
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3D-discrete modeling for very complex scenarios: an order
of magnitude in models with solid-fluid domains, bathymetry,
and discontinuous salt bodies. This is significant because it
suggests that ACA fares favorably across a large range of scales,
from the deep mantle to exploration geophysics. Moreover, ACA
can be further accelerated by smoothing, by considering only
first arrivals, and, potentially, by moving to higher frequency
regimes.
ACA works best in a very particular type of geometry: when a
source is in the center of a grid of receivers. This means that, for
some common settings in exploration seismic, a bit of thought is
required to use ACA to its fullest benefit. Here are a few examples
of application strategies when using ACA:
•

•

•

Multiple sources: It is common to run several consecutive
simulations in the same model with different source locations. Usually, this is done by keeping the domain fixed
and moving the source. When using an ACA, it is more efficient to adjust the modeling domain to each source position. This is trivial in AxiSEM3D because the rotation of
the domain to center on each source is done internally.
Ideally, one would create a generalized complexity map
(e.g., simple layers informed by one test run) and a generalized 2D mesh to be used with all simulations. Using a fixed
domain is also possible in AxiSEM3D, which is fully
capable of having off-axis sources and multiple sources
(Szenicer et al., 2020). However, implementing sources in
such a way reduces the azimuthal smoothness.
Streamer geometry: In most offshore seismic surveys, the
source is placed at one end of a long streamer of receivers.
In a source-centered ACA simulation, a large section of the
cylindrical model domain would thus remain unused. The
azimuthally fixed ACA method shown here is not a natural
choice in such a setup, although there are work-arounds. One
approach is to combine several simulations into one by
arranging them around the source in a “cake-slice” setup
(Nissen-Meyer et al., 2019). Other ACA methods that are
currently under development will solve this problem with
the use of localized transforms. This will enable variable azimuthal sampling, allowing the downsampling and/or masking of unused parts of the azimuth.
Strong localized off-axis structures: As demonstrated in the
benchmark example, the benefit of ACA is not diminished
by off-axis structures. Extreme cases (e.g., a small singular
structure far from the axis that is much more complex than
the background) can be dealt with using an ACA-based injection technique introduced by Leng et al. (2020).

Another aspect to keep in mind when using ACA are the benefits
and limitations that come with using a 2D mesh. On the one hand,
this makes meshing trivial and it saves memory. On the other hand,
3D discontinuities are honored by using particle relabeling and this
approach is limited to continuous interfaces. The effect of not honoring discontinuities was demonstrated in the benchmark example.
However, it must be noted that meshing complex 3D structures is
very challenging, and this poses a problem for standard 3D methods
as well. A method to get accurate results without rigorous meshing
is model homogenization (Capdeville et al., 2013), and this should
be considered when modeling 3D structures with steep discontinuities with an ACA.
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As a concept, ACA is still relatively underexplored. In the following, we outline a few avenues for future research. First, we need
to gain a deeper understanding of how certain features in complexity maps arise. This is important for predicting errors that may be

Figure 15. Cross section through a smoothed version of the SEG/
EAGE salt model. The color scale indicates the P-wave velocity in
km/s.

Figure 16. (a) Graph comparing the DOF of a simulation of the salt
model with a full 3D SEM and an ACA-SEM. For the 3D SEM, the
total number of 3D GLL points in the mesh is given. For the complexity maps, the total summed length of the Fourier series of every
2D GLL point is given. (b) Graph comparing the simulation cost of
running SPECFEM3D and AxiSEM3D on the salt model. The solid
gray lines in both graphs show the full SEM values multiplied by a
factor of 0.785. This is to account for the cube used by the full SEM
being larger than the cylinder used by the ACA-SEM.
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induced by using approximate complexity maps and, ultimately, to
predict complexity maps without running a high-resolution test simulation.
Furthermore, we found that the DOF of the optimized simulation
scaled with period to the fourth power (accounting for the change in
time step) across our specific range of tested frequencies. This is
much like a standard 3D modeling method. However, Leng et al.
(2019) show that scaling with period decreases to the cubed period
when approaching the higher frequency range for a given structural
model. Translated to our local-scale complex settings, one would
then expect a substantially larger speedup for ever higher frequency
regimes; this remains to be seen for the kinds of models presented
here, but it will certainly be of interest in future applications especially when computing hardware allows for routine simulations and
inversions in these regimes.
Equally, the other end of the spectrum remains to be explored. We
have shown that wavefields retain a degree of azimuthal smoothness
even in the presence of irregular salt bodies. Nevertheless, it is expected that the ACA idea of exploiting smoothness will eventually
break down for models that cause too much off-plane scattering.
This could be the case for asteroids or inside strongly topographic
enclosures such as some volcanoes. Finding such counterindications is important for fully describing ACA. It should be noted that,
in such cases, one can still use the ACA solver for accurate simulations at full azimuthal resolution, with the caveat that the wavenumber-physical space transformations create a slight overhead in
computational cost compared to conventional 3D meshing.
The practical use of the quantitative information contained in azimuthal complexity maps is another avenue of research. Potential
applications might be illumination studies in which relative amplitudes are taken into consideration, the quantification of uncertainties for different levels of 3D wavefield complexity, assessing the
intrinsic “invisibility” of certain structures, and the optimization of
misfit functions for full-waveform inversion. Finally, a full comparison between state-of-the art FD and SEM methods with and without
ACA may benefit the seismic community for choosing optimal
packages for any given problem.

CONCLUSION
We have presented a new ACA-based seismic modeling method
for complex 3D models, which can adaptively reduce the degrees of
freedom and thereby computational cost by exploiting azimuthal
wavefield smoothness while retaining high accuracy. The method
is capable of handling models including the solid and fluid domains,
and it has been shown to work well with a combination of absorbing
boundary methods. We have benchmarked our ACA solver against
an established 3D solver, obtaining an excellent fit between the outputs, provided the models are implemented equally. We achieved a
relative speedup of an order of magnitude as well as significant
savings in working memory with the ACA solver. We introduced
azimuthal complexity maps, which are created as part of the complexity adaptation process, and we have shown how these maps may
be interpreted in terms of the seismic illumination and resolution.
Finally, we verified the method on the SEG/EAGE salt model,
quantifying the relative level of azimuthal complexity, representative of off-plane 3D scattering to be expected in highly heterogeneous models. We showed how the performance of the ACA
solver increases with the model smoothness. For the original model,
the DOF is reduced by 92% compared to a standard 3D simulation

when using ACA. In a direct comparison between an ACA-SEM
and a standard SEM, this results in a cost reduction of 86%. When
the model is smoothed, the cost savings increase to 95% in terms of
DOF and 93% in terms of runtime. More research needs to be done
to fully understand the relationship of model smoothness and ensuing wavefield smoothness.
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APPENDIX A
EQUATIONS FOR ACOUSTIC MEDIA
We can express the scalar fluid velocity potential χ, scalar test
function w, and material properties ρ and κ as a Fourier series in
terms of the azimuthal angle ϕ, equivalent to the displacement u
in equation 3. Using the fluid displacement potential as an example,
we obtain

χðs; ϕ; z; tÞ ¼

∞
X

χ α ðs; z; tÞeαϕ

α¼0

≈

nu
X

χ α ðs; z; tÞeαϕ :

(A-1)

α¼0

Now, equation 2 can be recast as the dimension-reduced weak form
for acoustic media:

Z

κ−1 χ̈ −β wβ sdsdz

Df

−

X Z
jαj≤nu

Lsf

Z
þ
Df
−ðαþβÞ

uαi ni

β
2 −β β
ρ−1 ðχ −β
;i w;i þ β χ w sÞdsdz


wβ sds

Z
¼
Df

β
κ−1 f −β
f w sdsdz;

∀ β ∈ f−nu ; : : : ; nu g:
(A-2)
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APPENDIX B
EMPIRICAL EQUATION FOR SPONGE
LAYER PARAMETERIZATION
We implemented a combination of a Clayton-Engquist-type
absorbing boundary condition (ABC) and attenuating sponge layers
in AxiSEM3D. The Clayton-Engquist-type boundary conditions add
a clearly defined boundary term to the weak forms given in equations 1 and 2. However, the sponge layers apply damping to the acceleration ü in the elastic weak form of equation 1 (or equally to χ̈ in
the acoustic weak form of equation 2) as follows:

üabs ¼ ü − 2γ u_ − γ 2 u:
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model is 400 m. As a reference, we perform a simulation in which
the model was large enough that no reflections off the mesh edge
occurred within the simulation time.
For each of the test simulations, the full wavefield is shown on
the left and the absolute difference between this wavefield and the
reference wavefield is shown on the right. Therefore, the panels on
the right effectively show the reflections off the boundary. Note that
the strong clipped wavefront in the bottom right corner of the wavefields remains visible in all the difference panels on the right (outlined by the dotted line). This is because there is a slight difference
in mesh spacing between the smaller test models and the large reference model. For most wavefronts, this is too small to be noticeable,

(B-1)

The absorption factor γ is not clearly defined. It is supposed to
increase smoothly from the start of the absorbing boundaries to
some maximum value U 0 at the outer edge. This has been parameterized as


γ¼

 
U0

cos2

πd
2w

; d < w;

0;

(B-2)

otherwise;

where d denotes the distance from the edge of the mesh and w is the
width of the absorbing boundary region.
The challenge posed by this method is to find appropriate values
for the width w and the maximum absorption factor U 0. In an effort to
maximize performance (i.e., to find the minimum sponge boundary
width required for the desired level of absorption, provided an optimal value for U 0 is chosen), we identify the dependencies of both
input parameters on the source period, the source type (e.g., explosion, moment tensor, or point force), the V P ∕V S ratio, and the ratio of
wavelength to sponge boundary width.
We conducted a series of tests on homogeneous models, systematically varying the P- and S-wave velocities, source period, mesh
spacing, and width of the sponge region and in each case finding the
value of U0 that results in the best overall absorption. The ideal
choice of U0 does not always vary smoothly with these parameters.
Furthermore, we observe that overestimating U0 does not worsen
the absorption as much as underestimating U 0 does. The empirical
equations that we find to most reliably produce a reasonable value
of U 0 are


for solid media∶ U0 ¼ 2.2T −1

VS
VP

2
e

for fluid media∶ U0 ¼ 1.76T −1 e

−0.08h
V T
P

−0.08h
V T
P

;

(B-3)

;

(B-4)

where h is the width of the absorbing boundary, V P and V S are the
wave speeds, and T denotes the source period. Because the sponge
boundary should always be combined with the ABCs to obtain better absorption at an equal cost, rigorous tests were only performed
for the combined boundary. Ideal values for U 0 are most likely
higher if the sponge boundaries are used by themselves.
In Figure B-1, we demonstrate how the absorption changes with
the sponge layer thickness. A simple three-layer model is used with
a 10 Hz explosive source, such that the maximum wavelength in the

Figure B-1. Wavefield snapshots (at 6 s) illustrating the performance of different absorbing boundaries. The panels on the left
show the total wavefields, and the panels on the right show the respective boundary reflections only, after subtraction of the reference
wavefield. The hatched area indicates the sponge region, and the
bold solid line shows where the ABC is applied. The light dotted
line highlights an artifact caused by a slight difference in the mesh
spacing between the test and reference simulation.
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but due to the large amplitude of this particular event, it does not get
canceled completely when subtracting the reference.
The first panels (Figure B-1, first row) show the undamped
reflections that arise if no form of absorbing boundary is used.
Because the primary wave has been reflected completely by the
mesh edges and then bounced between the layers and mesh edges
multiple times, the physical wavefield is obscured beyond recognition.
In the second row of Figure B-1, the same snapshot is shown
with the absorbing boundary condition in place. More than 75%
of the reflected energy is absorbed, and the physical wavefield is
now clearly visible. For some simulations, this may be sufficient.
It appears that the absorption works best for waves at a normal
incidence to the boundary (i.e., in the top right and bottom left
corners). This is a known property of the Clayton-Engquist-type
ABCs. We counterbalance this by combining with the sponge
boundaries that perform best if waves travel a long distance
within the sponge region; i.e., it is best for grazing waves and
S-waves.
The third and fourth rows of Figure B-1 show the results of combining the ABCs with a sponge region. In each case, the sponge
width was chosen to be a multiple of the largest wavelength within
the medium (two times and five times, respectively). Evidently, the
absorption is improved: 96% and 99% of the reflected energy is
removed by the small and large sponge boundaries, respectively.
Note also that the reflections of the sponge region are generally
of a much longer wavelength than the physical reflections and
may therefore be filtered from the signal.
The performance of the absorbing boundaries depends on many
variables and may differ from this example case. If the absorption
is found to be insufficient, the sponge boundary width can be
systematically increased: Using the automated choice of U 0 ,
we find that, for any given model, the amplitude of the boundary
reflections is directly inversely proportional to the boundary
width. In all of our test cases, an absorption of >99% was
achieved by a 12-wavelength sponge region. Such large boundary
regions were required in the case of extreme V P ∕V S ratios, which
should, however, not be encountered for most realistic modeling
applications.

APPENDIX C
MODEL PARAMETERS
Table C-1 provides the model parameters for the benchmark model
with an ocean and a salt cuboid. The model is nonattenuating.

Table C-1. Medium properties of the 3D benchmark model,
with units in m∕s and kg∕m3 for the velocities and densities,
respectively.
Medium
Water
Background
Salt

P-wave velocity

S-wave velocity

Density

1500
3000
5000

0
1500
2800

1000
2000
2200
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